
Fill in the gaps

Pursuit Of Happiness by Kid Cudi & MGMT

(Nah nah nah... nah nah nah)

Crush a bit,  (1)____________  bit

Roll it up

Take a hit

Feeling lit

Feeling right, 2am

Summer night

I don't care

Hand on the wheel

Driving drunk I'm  (2)__________  my thing

Rolling in the mid  (3)____________  me now

Living my life

Getting my dreams

People told me slow my road

I'm  (4)__________________  out "**** that"

I'm a do  (5)________  what I want

Looking ahead no turning back

If I  (6)________  if I die

Know I  (7)__________  it to the fullest

If I fall if I die

Know I lived than  (8)______________  bullets

I'm on the  (9)______________  of happiness and I know

Everything is shining all is gonna be gold

(Hey)

I'll be fine once I get it

I'll be good

I'm on the pursuit of happiness and I know

Everything is shining all is gonna be gold

(Hey)

I'll be fine once I get it

I'll be good

Tell me what you know

About  (10)________________  (dreaming)

You ain't really know

About nothing (nothing)

Tell me what you know

About the night terrors  (11)__________  night

5 am  (12)________  sweats

Waking up to the sky

Tell me what you know

About  (13)____________  (dreams)

Tell me what you know

About  (14)__________  terrors nothing

You don't really care

About the trials of tomorrow

Rather lay awake in the bed  (15)________  of sorrow

I'm on the pursuit of  (16)__________________  and I know

Everything is  (17)______________  all is gonna be gold

(Hey)

I'll be fine once I get it

I'll be good

I'm on the pursuit of happiness and I know

Everything is shining all is gonna be gold

(Hey)

I'll be fine once I get it

I'll be good

I'm on the pursuit of happiness

And I know, everything is shining

All is gold

I'll be fine once I get it

I'll be good

I'm on the pursuit of happiness and I know

Everything is  (18)______________  all is  (19)__________ 

be gold

(Hey)

I'll be  (20)________  once I get it

I'll be good

I'm on the pursuit of happiness and I know

Everything is shining all is gonna be gold

(Hey)

I'll be fine  (21)________  I get it

I'll be good

(Pursuit of happiness)

(Yeah)

(I'm a get it)

(I'll be)

(Good)

(Uughh...)

(Oh man, oh alright, oh)

(Room is spinning, room is spinning... Pat... Zule...)

(Where... oh ****)

(Oh my god why did)

(I drink so  (22)________  and smoke so  (23)________ 

Ohh!)
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. little

2. doing

3. beside

4. screaming

5. just

6. fall

7. lived

8. missing

9. pursuit

10. dreaming

11. every

12. cold

13. dreams

14. night

15. full

16. happiness

17. shining

18. shining

19. gonna

20. fine

21. once

22. much

23. much
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